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Chinese writing uses characters, not an alphabet, to make words. However, Chinese 
words can also be written using the Roman alphabet. This type of writing is called 
pinyin. It is used to show learners how to pronounce Chinese words. 

For example, hello in Chinese is你好. Students can use pinyin to learn how to 

pronounce it: nĭ hăo. 

Pinyin uses the same alphabet as English, but the letters are not always pronounced 
in the English way. You need to learn how to say vowels and consonants in the 
Chinese way. 

In Chinese words each syllable must be pronounced clearly. Each syllable has three 
elements: an initial consonant sound, a final vowel or vowel combination, and a 
tone. In a word with more than one syllable, you must pronounce each syllable 
clearly and separately. Look for the consonant which is the initial of the next syllable. 

 

 

Initials 
There are 21 consonants and two semi-consonants that can be the initial sound of a syllable: 

 

Initial Closest English equivalent 

b bore, but add a h: bhore  
p pore 
m more 
f fall 
d done, but add a h: dhone 
t tore 
n nail 
l late 
g get  (gh) 
k come 
h loch 
j jeep (jy) 
q cheese  (chyeese) 
x ship 
c ts in cats 
s see 
z ds in beds 

zh germ 
ch chilly 
sh shirt 
r rank 
w swoon 
y ye 

 

This sound is very different to the 
English r. Spread your lips in a 
smile and curl your tongue up so 
the tip touches the roof of your 
mouth. 

This sound is between 
'ship' and 'sip'. 

Pronounce j and q with the 
tip of your tongue placed 
below your lower teeth. 

For zh, ch and sh don’t make 
protruding lips as in English. 
Keep your lips flatter and pull the 
tip of your tongue back. 
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Finals      
There are three kinds of final vowel sounds in Mandarin Chinese:  
 
 simple vowels (one vowel) 
 compound vowels (more than one) 
 vowels with a nasal ending: n, ng 

       
Final Closest English equivalent 

a are 
ai eye 
ao owl 
an can 

ang bang 
o straw 

ong too + ng 
ou go 
e her; letter 
ei say 
en taken 

eng lung 
er are 
i tea / huh 

ia yak 
iao meow 
ian yen 

iang y + anger 
ie yes 
in din 

ing mowing 
iong you + ng 

iu Cleo 
u too  who 

ua suave 
uo war 
ui way 

uai why 
uan oo-won 
un won 

uang wan + ng 
ü you, rune 

ue you + eh 
üan you + wan 
ün you + n 

 

To make the ü 
sound, try saying 
ee, but through 
pursed lips. 

i is pronounced ee after 
initials b, p, m, f, d, t, n, 
l, g, k, h, j, q, x and uh 
after these initials which 
are made further back 
in the mouth: c, ch, r, s, 
sh, z, zh. 

You should practise this 
uh sound carefully. 
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Tones 
 
Mandarin Chinese is a tonal language. A vowel in each syllable will have a tone mark which indicates how your voice 
should rise or fall and how high-pitched it should be when saying that sound. 
 
Using the correct tone is an essential part of pronunciation. A different tone may give the syllable a different meaning. 
 
The four tones to learn are: 

1. flat, marked as ā ē ī ō ū 
2. rising, marked as á é í ó ú 
3. falling-rising, marked as ă ĕ ĭ ŏ ŭ 
4. falling, marked as à è ì ò ù 

 
This diagram shows how high or low your voice should be pitched for each tone: 
 

 


